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A wildly varied musical journey through one Cree man's worldview expressed in Native Flute, guitar

instrumentals, songs, and spoken word in styles ranging from country to jazz 12 MP3 Songs WORLD:

Native American, FOLK: Gentle Details: Ed Peekeekoot is a singer songwriter and a highly skilled

fingerstyle guitarist with a great ability to entertain audiences. He can play just about anything with strings

 including fiddle, banjo, mandolin, and dobro. Ed also plays traditional Native flute and drums. Although

he has lived on Vancouver Island for the last several years, Ed maintains strong connections with the

Ahtahkakoop Cree First Nation in Saskatchewan where he was born and raised. Growing up in a musical

family, Ed began playing professionally when he was 16. Ed has twice been nominated for the BC

Country Music Association Instrumentalist of the Year award. His Two Worlds tape was nominated for EP

of the Year when it was released. One of Eds instrumentals, Land of the Raven was used as the theme

music for a film series called North American Indian Portraits. Ed was featured in that series in a film

called Gentleman Cowboy of Honkytonk. He has recently appeared on the APTN series Beyond Words.

In May 2006, Eds song Wild Lilies to Wheat Fields was selected by the National Campus and Community

Radio Association to appear on a compilation CD with works by fourteen other Aboriginal artists on the

CD "Dig Your Roots - Aboriginal" which is number five in the Dig Your Roots series of compilations. Eds

latest CD released in the summer of 2006, in the key of cree takes you on a captivating musical journey

through one Cree mans worldview. Ed also released an acoustic guitar CD, Front Porch in November

2005. Both CDs have been very well received. Ed Peekeekoot is an important emerging Canadian

Aboriginal artist and performer (National Campus and Community Radio Association of Canada). July

2006 Please visit Eds website at peekeekoot.ca for more information about Ed as a musician and an

artist.
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